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Real-Time Crowdsourcing of Detailed Soccer Data

Charles Perin, Romain Vuillemot, and Jean-Daniel Fekete, Member, IEEE

Abstract—This article explores how spectators of a live soccer game can collect detailed data while watching the game. Our motivation arouse from the lack of free detailed sport data, contrasting with the large amount of simple statistics collected for every popular games and available on the web. Assuming many spectators carry a smart phone during a game, we implemented a series of input interfaces for collecting data in real time. In a user study, we asked participants to use those interfaces to perform tracking tasks such as locating players in the field, qualifying ball passes, and naming the player with ball while watching a video clip of a real soccer game. Our two main results are 1) the crowd can collect detailed—and fairly complex—data in real-time with reasonable quality while each participant is assigned a simple task, and 2) a set of design implications for crowd-powered interfaces to collect live sport data. We also discuss the use of such data into a system we developed to visualize soccer phases, and the design implications coming with the visual communication of missing and uncertain detailed data.

Index Terms—Sports, Crowdsourcing.

1 INTRODUCTION

Sport, and soccer in particular, is a universal language that is understood by nearly everyone, regardless age, culture and country. Spectators usually carefully observe a game and then talk about actions, give general comments and predict outcomes. Spectators may also have strong opinions on players or teams, that may on one side bias their perception and analysis, but on the other reinforce their engagement to watch games and further pay attention to better support their position.

However, as visualization practitioners, we constantly struggle to find detailed data from actual observations of the game, such as player positions, type of ball kicks, etc. Even professional data used in our system SoccerStories [15] was missing details (such as the players’ position at every instant) and sometimes low accuracy (positions are only provided by regions of the field). An example of such data is illustrated on Figure 1. Above all, this data is very expensive because collected by paid workers, and can only scale up to more games by adding more workers. As far as we know, manual annotation remains the single, yet most accurate and reliable way to collect this kind of data. Amateurs already collect general sport data (using tracking boards or spreadsheet) augmenting databases of specific websites [6, 21] or Wikipedia, but with a limited level of detail.

Regarding free data, we observed only the availability of simple statistics or opinions in summary articles and forums. This can be explained by the complexity of automatic collection of factual data. While humans are good at detecting players position and interpret their behavior, automatic recording by RFID sensors or GPS on players is costly and involves technical constraints. The analysis of existing live video feed with multiple points of view [17] and object tracking with low cost.

There are two main challenges we believe are critical to collect detailed soccer data: asking simple tasks with low cognitive effort, while preserving the pleasant experience of watching a game. The latter challenge is particularly difficult because users have to watch an external scene (on a TV screen on in real settings in the stadium) while entering some input. Because data input can be extremely complex, we propose to crowdsourced the different tasks through adaptive input interfaces. We expect to achieve the same level of quality and expressiveness as experts, near real-time, and for free.

In this work, we explore how real-time crowdsourcing of detailed soccer data can be achieved by an adaptation of human computation and crowdsourcing techniques. In a user study, we asked participants to perform tracking tasks such as locating players in the field, qualifying ball passes, and naming the player with ball while watching a video clip of a real soccer game. Our main results are that 1) a crowd can collect detailed—and fairly complex—data in real-time with reasonable quality while each participant is assigned a simple task, and 2) a set of design implications for crowd-powered interfaces to collect live sport data. We also discuss the use of such data into a system we developed to visualize soccer phases, and the design implications coming with the visual communication of missing and uncertain detailed data.

2 RELATED WORK

A crowd-powered interface is at the intersection of two research areas: human computation and crowdsourcing. To the best of our knowledge, there has never been any application of crowd-powered interfaces to...
collect detailed sport data, and more generally any data at a low level of details and for different types of data structures.

**Human computation** [11, 16] has been a topic of much research for solving problems too difficult for computers, by asking humans to solve simple tasks. It originates with simple and enjoyable tasks, but became applicable to real-life problems such as collective text writing or trip planning [22]. Training users is performed under the explicit assignment of the task, or by qualification using an indirect task. The validation is often performed by votes or once a threshold (i.e., once a number of players gave the same answer) is reached [11].

Crowdsourcing [16] is the use of an unknown public to perform tasks, often simple enough to be executed by anyone. It is generally a faster and cheaper manner than traditional ways (e.g., recruiting experts), and workers remain paid. Available workers are recruited through online markets (e.g., Amazon’s Mechanical Turk). The overall process can be divided into three steps: break down complex tasks into micro-tasks, dependencies management, and quality control [9]. At the intersection of human computation and crowdsourcing advanced mechanisms have been developed to reduce crowd contact latency [1] and advanced task partitioning to consider global constraints [9]. It results in additional tasks or incentives to pay to obtain such a quality of service. Crowd-powered interfaces dedicated to sport have been applied to identifying football highlights [18], by processing public Twitter data as an implicit source of crowdsourcing.

Despite previous work already investigated video annotation of sport events [20] using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, it is valid under certain constraints for the workers: first, the tracking is not performed in real time; second, the video is embed in a dedicated interface, which is not faithful to most of the spectators’ habits, i.e., watching the game full screen on a separate device.

### 3 CROWDSOURCING DETAILED SOCCER DATA

#### 3.1 Characterizing Detailed Soccer Data

Soccer is a team-based contact sport between objects of interest that are players interacting with each other and resulting in continuous sequences of actions. Other objects of interest can be included such as the ball or referees. Objects of interest and their interactions are highly multidimensional data, always including a timestamp and a position on the field.

We identified the different qualifiers for characterizing soccer actions. Figure 1 illustrates the diversity of data inputs needed to reach a low level of detail. For example, a player (categorical data type) catches the ball in the middle of the field, performs various types of ball touch (ordinal type): control, dribble, pass and shoot, and kicks the ball to another player in different ways: soft, high or long pass. Additional qualifiers resulting from the interpretation of the spectator can be added, such as success of an event (binary) and its quality (ordinal value). Once a game is over, measures such as ball possession or number of attempts can be computed. Generally, a soccer game is made of long sequences, but sequences can also be short, visually complex and subject to high variation of interpretation by users.

#### 3.2 Guidelines for Tracking Detailed Soccer Data

To support the tracking of detailed data, we derive the five following guidelines inspired from human computation and crowdsourcing:

**R1 Familiarity with soccer:** since tracking has to be performed quickly when watching a game, viewers must have some previous experiences (e.g., from watching previous games, playing

---

1 Controversies around referees’ decision is an example of such variation of interpretation in soccer.
in real life or playing video games) to allow players detection and action understanding. Consequently, a minimum amount of familiarity is required.

R2 Split tasks into simple and independent ones: soccer data collection has to be split into simple tasks, requiring low cognitive load and minimum ambiguity. Also, tasks must be independent from previous tasks or should not require the game to be finished (e.g., such task as finding highlights in games cannot be done in real time because it requires all the actions of the game to be available).

R3 Quick recruitment: any player watching a game can be recruited and start a task very quickly, without any qualification stage. Data validation will be done after data have been collected (See Validation).

R4 Sustaining attention and engagement: by providing tasks requiring permanent attention with a balance between too simple and too complex tasks in order to keep participants aware and prevent drop outs.

R5 Validation: while data is collected, some mechanism can be used for validation using such strategies as vote or using a ground truth like an existing dataset of detailed data.

3.3 Implementation of Simple Tracking Tasks and Validation

We picked up three simple tracking tasks (Figure 2), focusing on players and the ball, which represent the main objects of interest in soccer. We implemented those tasks in three tracking interfaces using the previously explained principles. We decided to test them with a validation dataset (R5), enabling a visual feedback on accuracy and to progressively adapt complexity of the task (from simple to complex R1, R2) to participants’ performance for engagement (R4). We detail quality measures because a ground truth exists, if it does not exist then no adaptation or validation can be made. Using those three interfaces detailed below, we expect to reconstruct full soccer game sequences.

Where is the player? (WHERE): continuous tracking of a player’s position on the soccer field. The participant tracks one player and inputs its position into the interface representing a soccer field. The task begins with low accuracy requirement, but progressively levels up as the participant becomes more accurate. The tracking area radius, which represents a circle of tolerance around what should be recorded, decreases when the participant performs well and increases when he has wrong results. We measure the tracking error, i.e., the distance between the finger and the expected target to be recorded.

Who has the ball? (WHO): naming the player with the ball. The task consists of pressing a player’s icon during the time he has the ball. The task begins with one single player to be tracked, and more players are added or removed according to the participant’s performance. One player is added if the accuracy is higher than 50% and one player is removed if the accuracy is lower than 30%. The minimum number of players to track is one and the maximum is six.

What type of ball kick? (HOW): identifying the different ball kicks. The task is to qualify ball kicks among a list (pass, shoot, aerial pass and head) every time a player from the tracked team kicks the ball. Similar to the player’s location, we change the expected accuracy over time proportionally to the participant’s performance. However, the accuracy is not spatial for this task but temporal using a threshold for tracking reactivity. The threshold to do a good tracking evolves between 100ms and 1000ms according to the participant’s errors.

The philosophy is to start with an interface requiring few input or accuracy, which then becomes progressively complex if the user performs well. This is a process that is well established in video games where the performance is rewarded with more complexity, over levels.

3.4 User Engagement

To maintain participant’s engagement, we designed the interfaces to provide feedback according to his performances. Feedback addresses the validity issue when a participant is currently performing a task. We extended the interfaces to inform the participant on his own tracking performance and progress across levels. A barchart informs the user on his performances, where red and green bars indicate bad and good inputs, respectively (Figure 3(a)). A stack is also filled according to the current level (Figure 3(b)). The player then receives a score depending on its level and accuracy (Figure 3(a), rectangle on the right), colored red or green for bad and good inputs, and his total score is displayed (Figure 3(a), blue rectangle). The homepage of the application also shows an history of the highscores.

More complex feedback can be embedded into the buttons, such as to display each player statistics for notational analysis [12], but we discarded those as it added complexity to an interface the user was not permanently looking at.

3.5 Implementation

We implemented the three interfaces in JavaScript using the D³ library [2]. They run in any modern web browser and are mobile friendly, which means we did not have to implement the interfaces as native applications. To start collecting data, participants are required to sign in and pick up a task for a live game, and data are sent to a MongoDB [14] hosted on a remote server. The server compares the inputs of each participant to the ground truth, either annotated by experts, either computed according to all participant’s results aggregated. Participants receive their score on their interface, but also the history of their previous tracking.

4 Experiment

We conducted an experiment to assess data collection using the previous three interfaces (WHERE, WHO, and HOW, Figure 2). We recruited 12 (all male) unpaid volunteers of two categories: 6 never-to-rarely watch soccer (G1) and 6 regularly watch soccer (G2). Average age is 29.8 years (min: 23, max 39), 16% use a touch screen daily.

As dataset, we selected two videos: a 4-minute one for the training session, and a 10-minute one for the experiment. Both are from the UEFA 2011 Champion’s League final between FC Barcelona and Manchester United. We chose this particular game because it is already known by football fans, and the Barcelona team offers a pleasant and technical game with long sequences of events (reducing the replays and interruptions). Each sequence was manually annotated by two experts who processed the video clips frame by frame, and double-checked to prevent errors. During the sequences, the overview camera was used nearly 90%, and the remaining 10% were close-up views.

Those video annotations serve as ground truth for the controlled experiment. However, in real settings, the truth does not exist as no real-time detailed data exist. Our approach is then to consider participant’s results as ground truth, and to evaluate individual accuracy by its distance to it.

Participants sat in front of a 19 inch LCD monitor displaying the game with sound and sat at the distance they felt the most comfortable with. They did not interact with the video, which was launched by the operator. All the tracking was performed with a Samsung Galaxy Tab 10.1 tablet with touch interaction. Participants were free to hold the tablet and interact with it as they wished, to get closer to a real-life condition. The order of tasks was counterbalanced within each group (G1 and G2) to minimize learning effects. All the participants filled out a post-experiment questionnaire designed to capture their feedback on the tasks, game understanding and engagement. The experimental session lasted in average 60 minutes. The participants were provided
general instructions and details for each task, such as screen-shots of the levels, and task-dependant informations: a visual characteristic of the players they have to track (for **WHERE** and **WHO**) and differences between ball kicks (for **HOW**).

## 5 Results

Our experiment resulted in a large collection of temporal records of events and positions. We quantitatively measure the performance of each group for each task. We also drill down into the aggregated values to explore individual performances and effect of the time and position of the players to track on the participant’s accuracy.

Data were analysed using a Student’s t-tests on our measures. Figure 4 shows the results for G1, G2, and all participants combined for each task. We also show the results for three different aggregations, considering G1, G2, and all participants. The aggregations were performed using a majority-vote and the DBSCAN clustering method [5].

### 5.1 **WHERE**

We did not find significant differences between G1 and G2 for this task. However, the standard deviation is higher for G2, implying a more heterogeneous tracking. The aggregation of all data is better than for the best participant (99.9% of good tracking, and a low distance error). Nevertheless, 23.4% of the expert annotations are missing (3006 records over 3600 annotations): the aggregation process removes the false-positives and increases the percentage of good tracking, but does not recover the missed events.

Figure 5 illustrates the results for **WHERE** for a 3-minute sequence: blue areas represent the player positions that have been missed; red areas the player positions that were tracked by mistake. Clearly, patterns appear: nearly all the participants have blue areas at the same time, i.e., need some time to realise that the player appeared on the screen. By watching the video, we observed this is generally due to a camera view change. Another clear pattern is the similar absolute distance error for all participants when tracking and this is explained by the tracked player’s position on the field: tracking was more accurate when the player was close to field landmarks (e.g., the field lines) than when he was far away from any landmark. The last observation is the impact of the soccer field’s projection. We found that the error was 10 times higher in $x$ (field shorter length) than in $y$ (field longer length). We hypothesize that this is due to the lateral position of the camera which makes the tracking of far away players less accurate. It is also explained because the longer length of the field is less distorted while participants have to mentally inverse the projection of the shorter length of the field.

Figure 6 shows and explains the error rates at the beginning and end of a typical tracking time span (from the player’s appearance to his disappearance) as well as the landmarks importance. Calling $P$ the player to be tracked, when $P$ appears in the camera view (0), participants started the tracking after a varying reaction time (blue areas or high error rates). Then, the error is low because $P$ is close to the central field line and circle, providing useful landmarks to minimise the error (1). Between (1) and (2), $P$ progressively goes far away from the landmarks and the error increases. Between (2) and (3), $P$ goes back to the center of the field and the error decreases. Between (3) and (4), $P$ is close to landmarks but accelerates strongly, resulting in an increase of the absolute error due to participant’s reaction time. Between (4) and (5), $P$ is far from any landmark but walks very slowly, making the tracking easier. Finally, when $P$ leaves the camera view (6), there is usually a short time during which participants keep tracking him for a while, resulting in wrong tracking (red areas) until they realize the player left the camera viewport.

### 5.2 **WHO**

We found a significant difference between G1 and G2 for the number of tracked events ($p < .05$, $m_{G1} = 70.8$, $m_{G2} = 106.8$). The percentage of good tracking was better after aggregating all the results than only one of the two groups. Also, when between 8% and 35% of the events were missed by the participants, only 10% were still missing after aggregating all the results. Finally, the error for G1 had high standard deviation when G2 was more homogeneous.

Among the tasks, **WHO** was judged the most difficult for non fans. Indeed, it involved the participants to recognize the players (**RI** is not supported). Having better knowledge of the players identity and so better answers, participants in G2 increased in level and had more players to track, which explains the significant difference in terms of number of tracked events.

Non-soccer fans can be recruited for this kind of tracking tasks: fans have higher standard deviation but the mean is very close between G1 and G2 for the % of good tracking and the error, supporting (**RI**). Overall, participants responded with an average 200ms supporting the request for quick responses (**R3**).

### 5.3 **HOW**

There was no significant difference between G1 and G2, with a % of good tracking above 80% for both groups. The aggregation of participants results gave a better result for G2 and all participants confounded than for G1. 4% of the events were missing after the aggregation of all participants results.

We observed two types of error for this task: temporal errors (the delay to track the event), and qualification errors (wrong event recorded). We think that results may be more accurate by desynchronizing the two types of input: first, the worker inputs the time at which the event occurs, then he qualifies it if he has time. Errors are also due to events frequency: too many events in a short time span increase the difficulty to track all, and too less events don’t maintain the user’s attention.

Users enjoyed task **HOW** the most (ranked 7 times first and never last). Questionnaire’s answers confirmed our intuition that the similarity between this interface and game console devices really engaged the participants. Also, contrary to **WHERE**, the increasing difficulty of the task modifies only the requested reaction time and does not modify the interface layout, keeping its spatial consistency.

### 5.4 Questionnaire results

Participant’s answers to the questionnaire revealed similarities and differences between the two groups.

**Tasks difficulty**: there is a clear trend in task difficulty estimation by the participants, G1 and G2 confounded: **HOW** is the easiest task, followed by **WHERE**, and **WHO** is the most difficult one.

**Interest in data representations** (Figure 8): half and more of the participants in G1 are not interested in getting additional informations about the game, the players, and statistics. On the opposite, all the participants in G2 are interested in such data. Most of them would like

![Fig. 6. A typical interaction during a time interval, extracted from Figure 5, showing how the camera view, the player position on the field, his proximity to visual landmarks, and his speed can affect the tracking for **WHERE**, similarly for almost all participants.](image-url)
### Fig. 4. Results for the 3 tasks for G1, G2, and all participants. The % of good tracking represents the quality of the recorded data, without considering the missed events. The blue lines are the values after aggregating G1, G2, and all.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of tracked events % of good tracking</th>
<th>Distance error of good tracking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.jpg" alt="Graph" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.jpg" alt="Graph" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3.jpg" alt="Graph" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.jpg" alt="Graph" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image5.jpg" alt="Graph" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.jpg" alt="Graph" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.5 General observations

Most participants looked at their score and visual feedback during the game, but did not find it relevant. However, they are eager to compare their performance once the game is finished, most with their social network and real-time leader boards.

From the informal feedback we received, the vast majority of subjects enjoyed the tracking. Some in G1 who did really hate soccer were positively surprised and happy to do the experiment: it was the first time they understood some soccer strategies and learn a lot of things about soccer. The participants compared this experience to playing a video game, having a lot of fun and not considering the task as tedious.

6 DISCUSSION

Our early results led use to identify design implications and opportunities to improve detailed data collection. While we discuss those with Soccer, we think they may have broader application such as to other sports or domains with spatio-temporal data.
Fig. 5. Results for all the participants for a 3-minute sequence performing the task Where for one player. G1 is pink and G2 is yellow, with corresponding aggregations in bold rectangles. The black rectangle at the very bottom is the aggregation for all participants. Blue and red areas are missed and wrong tracking, respectively, and black line charts are plots of the absolute distance error between the user’s input and the actual player’s position. On the right is the heatmap of absolute distance error on the soccer field (light green is low error, light red is high error).

Fig. 7. Participant’s answers to the questionnaire: for which reasons would they collect data and which incentives would encourage them to do so. Each colored dot is a participant’s answer on a likert scale from 1 (not at all) to 5 (a lot) and the blue and red lines are mean values for G1 and G2, respectively.

Fig. 8. Participant’s answers to the questionnaire: Type of data representation they would be interested in, and when.

### 6.1 Design Implications

The following design implications are issued from our results, from our experience in the design of our interfaces, and from the study:

- Non-soccer fans can be recruited for tracking simple tasks, under the condition of a short preliminary training.
- Non-soccer fans and fans can both perform tasks that do not require any prerequisite about soccer.
- Tracking time and data qualifiers may be separated tasks, unless there are few qualifiers or enough time to set the qualifiers.
- Landmarks (e.g., lines on the field) or any visual/temporal tracking aid are useful for participants to calibrate themselves for position tracking.
- Events (with duration) that appear or disappear in the view port of the video lead to missing data at the beginning and interpretation at the end of the tracking.
- Using change of difficulty levels and keeping the score visible can help maintain attention and may also support more complex tasks for participants with good results.
- Scene complexity increases the error rate, but low complexity may lead to loss of attention and needs a special treatment.
- Social reward is not as important as money but may advertise friends of the participants to join the process, and lead to better performance for the participant and retention.

### 6.2 Limits in Input Devices and Interfaces

We identified the main bottleneck, in the quantity of collected data and its quality, as being the design of the input interface and the type of device we used. As we think the interfaces can easily be improved, the specific use of a tablet during our experiment is a hard limit. As a reminder, we used a tablet because they become extremely popular. However, they require the user to look where to put his finger, even once familiar with the interfaces. A solution to prevent such a split of attention would be the use of video games gamepads as input devices. This is indeed very common for advanced video games players to know exactly where the input buttons are, and they do not need to look at both the screen and the gamepad. The mapping of buttons with the task would follow the same one as with soccer video games. How-
ever gamepads are not as widespread as tablets and mobiles, and few people are very familiar with them. Further investigations are required to study their use.

A second bottleneck relies in the user lookup time for qualifiers, such as for the HOW task. Indeed, qualifiers are organized as a tree (Figure 1) which cannot fully be displayed on a small screen making it difficult to browse rapidly. Browsing such a tree to lookup for a pass requires to explore player event, the type of pass, its outcome (success or not), and other pass qualifiers (e.g., short, long, cross), ball qualifiers (e.g., on air, on ground), origin qualifiers (e.g., corner, free kick), and body qualifiers (e.g., right foot, head, chest, shoulder). Selecting the right value requiring breadth and depth search. A strategy to reduce the lookup time, among other, is to split the tree in multiple trees, resulting in specific tasks similar to the HOW interface. For example, detailed shots data can be tracked by a pool of participants indicating that the event is a pass and five other pools of participants indicating the outcome, passType1ID, passType2ID, passType3ID, and bodyPartID. Another approach might be to use other input modalities such as voice recognition or a gesture dictionary to browse such a data structure while not being consuming too much visual attention.

7 OPPORTUNITIES: ENHANCING SOCCERSTORIES

We now explore how a specific visualization system can be enhanced with detailed data: SoccerStories [15] (Figure 9) which represents soccer phases as series of visualizations. A Phase is a series of actions by one team, and is separated from another phase by transitions that occur whenever the other team touches the ball. For each phase, SoccerStories groups actions as series of connected visualization, on a soccer field. It thus provides a visual signature of a subpart of a game, that has been highly appreciated by experts for discovery and communication.

Phases detection. SoccerStories was originally built using the ball’s position on the field and the type of actions players performed with it. Phases are immediately detected once the other team touches the ball. However, experts often mentioned that phases do not always start or end when a team touches or loses the ball. It rather depends on a global team domination over certain period of time, even if the team loses the ball during that period. By using a HOW task with the two teams as attributes, phase detection can be crowdsourced and be added over existing data as an extra descriptor for actions.

Visualization. Because each phase is divided into groups of actions to be visualized in a specific way, their segmentation is also an issue. SoccerStories only implements a simple grouping algorithm, which was considered good by experts we collaborated with, but can be improved in the same way as for phases detection. However, finding the semantic of the groups of actions (e.g., series of pass, goal, etc.) is difficult and can be done by means of a WHO task that identifies groups instead of players. Since the visualization directly depends on the semantic of the group, if the latter is improved, then the former is immediately improved as well.

Providing context. The position of surrounding players on the field may provide context for each action. Indeed, they can be represented as points collected by a WHERE task. Their density and flow over time would indicate valuable information for an action. Eventually a new type of data can be collected: gaze direction of the players. Such data is particularly valuable for team sports, where players movements without the ball are crucial to understand a phase of a game. However, gaze direction is a vector with–above the position–a direction and a magnitude, requiring new interfaces that augments the WHERE one.

Uncertain data visualization. As collected data may be missing or erroneous, it is still unclear how to best convey those. We explored in a participatory design session (Figure 10) the visual variations that participants would naturally use when being asked to draw in details a soccer sequence they just watched. The drawings resulted in a similar flow on the field, across the participants. But surprisingly, they extensively used visual variables (e.g., lines types, thickness, ..) and symbols (e.g., arrows, numbers, ..). It seems promising to investigate further the use visual variables to represent detailed data visualizations, such as blur [10] for focus+context and sketchiness [3] for uncertainty, in the context of SoccerStories, and sport visualization in general.

Fig. 9. SoccerStories [15] shows soccer phases either as node-link (Left) or as a series of connected visualizations (Right).

Fig. 10. Hand drawings of soccer phases during a participatory design session. Each drawing shows the design variations of visualizations for soccer data, and the use of many visual variables in this context.
8 CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

This paper presents an exploratory work that is a first step towards understanding what type of data and with which level of quality we can expect participants to collect in real-time. Based on initial requirements for this type of crowd-powered interface, we tested three simple tasks on a soccer game. It already emphasized the difficulty of game observation for amateurs, but also the impact of video distortion as a viewer of a projected scene and difficulties to identify players for most of the participants. We summarized our findings in design implications, that we think can be extended to other spatio-temporal sports.

Our short term perspective is a follow-up experiment in real settings so as to cope with drop-outs, distractions (i.e., talks, snacks, drinks), and assess different behavior depending on participant’s favorite team [18]. Another perspective is asking participants their subjective rating on players and actions, and explore how existing systems or visualizations may be enhanced with such data, as well as the design of new ones.
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